# CARE for Kids Implementation Calendar (General)

| **Buddies** | Introducing Buddies Class meeting (card/Kit)  
Preparation for the Buddies Activities, Teacher & Students (book and Card/Kit)  
Preparation for Buddy Interview (card/Kit)  
Buddy Interview Check-In Meeting  
Buddies Check-In (book and card/Kit)  
Repeat cycle with other Buddy Activities |
|---|---|
| **Homeside** | Introducing Homeside Activities Class Meeting (card/Kit)  
Homeside Activities Check-In Meeting |
| **Schoolwide** | Develop or refine Schoolwide Activities to reflect CARE Vision and Principles |

### Behavior Interventions Include:
- Low-Key strategies
  - Signals, proximity, eye contact, waiting
  - Language – Reminding Language
  - Redirecting Language
- Problem Solving
  - Individual
  - Group
  - Class Meeting
- Logical Consequences
  - Restitution
  - Restriction
  - Restoration/Composure
  - Reflection